
Plastic packaging sorting guide for households 

How?

Packaging shall be empty, rinsed if required and dried. 

Take off closures, pumps, caps and similar parts of the pack, and put them separately 

into the collection. 

Please, do not put packaging of different plastics tightly within each other’s, because the 
automatic sorting is reading the outer packaging only. If possible flatten the packaging

What kind of packaging is NOT accepted in the collection? 

• Mixed waste, costruction waste, very dirty plastic packaging

• Any material other than plastic packaging: vardboard, wood, meltal,
paper, glass or textile

• Other plastic producs of plastic packaging waste from companies
Packages containing traces of dangerous substances: ignition fluids, oils, fuels, paints, 
cheicals, medicines. Take these packages to the local hasardous waste disposal. For

ex. cans of oil cannot be emptied to be allowed into the collection of plastics packaging 

recycling. 

Plastic products should be put into the collection bin for mixed waste. 

Let’s give plastic packaging a new life! Make 
recycling easy - sort right!
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PLASTIC PACKAGING

 YES
Empty, clean and dry plastic packaging from 
households, such as  

+  Plastic food packaging, yoghurt cups, butter tubs, cheese
packaging and ready-meal trays

+ Detergent, shampoo, and soap packaging
+ Other household plastic packaging; bottles, cans, jars,

tubes, packaging for toys, tools, gardening and fishing gear
+ Plastic bags and wrappers
+ EPS or Styrofoam packaging

 NO
- Mixed waste, construction waste, very dirty plastic

packaging
-

-

-

Any material other than plastic packaging: cardboard,
wood, metal, paper, glass or textile
Other plastic products or plastic packaging waste from
companies
Packages that contain traces of dangerous substances:
ignition fluids, oils, fuels, paints, chemicals, medicines.
Take these packages to the local hazardous waste disposal.

Instructions: Please flatten packaging. Remove caps, lids, pumps and similar 
parts and place them in the collection container separately. 

These parts are often made of a different type of plastic from the rest of the 
packaging: removing them ensures better plastic recycling.

MAKE RECYCLING EASY, SORT RIGHT!




